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About This Game

Chess Knight 2 is the classic board game of Chess reimagined for the casual gamer looking to learn and to grow with the most
popular game in history. A medieval world of strategy and tactics await you to engage in epic battles of wits as you master the

moves and the strategies in a conquest to claim the kingdom of Chess. Learn to play in this fun, colorful and intuitive download
offering multiple levels of difficulty. You can play in top-down 2D or fully animated 3D mode in a challenge against the

computer or a good friend or relative. An introduction to Chess is included and the visual guide to legal moves provides help if
you are stuck!

KEY FEATURES

2D & 3D gameplay

Single- and two-player mode

4 levels of difficulty

Unique animated Chess pieces

Undo recent moves
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Visual guide to legal moves

Introduction to Chess
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Title: Chess Knight 2
Genre: Casual, Strategy
Developer:
EnsenaSoft
Publisher:
EnsenaSoft
Release Date: 11 Sep, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP Service Pack 2 (SP2), Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: 1.0 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: vCard with DirectX 9.0 support

Storage: 300 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Traditional Chinese,Simplified
Chinese,Japanese,Korean,Dutch,Norwegian,Polish,Russian,Swedish,Hungarian
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It's a game about hitting things with particles. That's your one sentence elevator pitch right there. YOU HIT THINGS WITH
PARTICLES.

And it works. To a point.

It's a really weird game because when it works, when your play and the game come together and you're spinning around this
arena with your swarm of particles (hence "Swarm Arena") smacking the hell out of whatever comes your way, it feels
tremendous. The way the music kinda syncs up with your actions and it feels like you're performing some sort of ballet of
particle death and that, honestly, is really, really something.

But then you start to lose and a lose state in the game isn't quick and clean, it's the slow removal of your abililty to play the game
as your swarm gets wittled down and wittled down. It's not quite a walk of shame a la Ridiculous Fishing, it's more that it seems
like no-one could work out how to do this cleanly and fairly and just sort of went "that'll do". It wouldn't be such a big sin if it
didn't drag the game out and into a state where it's just not, briefly, enjoyable to play. It's like your overriding memory of the
last round isn't the bit where you're swooping round smacking everything with your particle army, it's the bit where you're
trapsing around trying to keep these two particles going to get a few extra points. It doesn't even feel like clinging on
desperately, just sort of "oh. well."

Nevermind though because Swarm Arena is worth it for the moments where you are THE PARTICLE KING and no-one wants
to stop THE PARTICLE KING because THE PARTICLE KING has ALL the particles and he'll particle up your face. Or
something like that.

Look, it's good except for the endgame bit, OK?. Simple, but fun. I just hope the devs add some new girls because it's a bit
short.. Passed first time, 10\/10

Sorry, I mean 47\/50. This Game is not Good,..dont play this game. worthlesss.. OMG, this right here is well worth what I paid
for it. Well thought out, fun, short and it brings back memories for a ton of the golden games! Well done!. Quality game.
+Buy Leather's video games.
SQUADALA out of 10.. This game is awesome especially if you are with a group of 4 or more friends

The first time I played this I laught the whole time!

I like it very much and rate it 5/7. It's free.
Its more of a short movie where you can look around, possibly better suited for Gear or Cardboard VR.
If you cant afford many games, you can try this and waste about 10 minutes. Cant really complain.
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A nice arcade style game for casual players or hardcore ones. Basically, the tiny droids revolve around you that attack and
protect you from opposing droids. A pretty good game that anyone can play and play against for a couple of bucks!. Very
interesting concerpt, and certain parts of the game are actually quite touching and emotional, but there's a frustrating item
management system, and way too many items that do absolutely nothing. The puzzles aren't realy intuitive enought to say that
this makes you think logically, and overall the game was ruined by a frustrating item system and convoluted storyline, at least
for me.. Game is awesome. Great for all ages.. Damn nice game, be sure to change the install path from the disciples.ini to get
the game working perfectly. For more info check the link below.

http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/281450\/discussions\/0\/613937943176590167\/. Sparkle 2 is a wonderful puzzle game,
very similiar to Zumas Revenge and the Luxor game's. This game has a magical feel to it, and a story to go as well. The music is
pleasant to the ear, and the game is very addicting. If you like these type games you will enjoy this game for sure :)

With out to many spoilers, the store page descibes the game very well, what you see and hear is what you get. This game is
worth the asking price, in my personal opinion :)

I will play this game till the cows come home, inbetween other games, and at my own personal leisure.

I Love this game \u2665\u2665\u2665

Only 1 down fall, my achievement for getting all the stars in Survival did not activate and pop, must be a bug glitch :(

. If you only ever plan to buy one or two DLC's for the VX ACE, get this one!
It has the most actual content for your buck, giving you pleanty of extra options to work with.

Most of it blends well with the vanilla and community resouces packages. Just be wary that not everything will be as fleshed out
as you might hope for it to be. There's some of everything, but not enough to really make that deep space epic you'd be hoping
for. Nor that sprawling urban environment you could get. My advice would be to look for free resources online. By this point,
there's a ton of it.

But if you wanted to find a bunch of monsters that jell great with the vanilla art style, or if you hate some of the vanilla songs
and want to replace them, this will give you that. None of these DLC's are worth their full price, that's a given. But get it when
it's 75% off (it does so fairly often), and you won't regret it.. Stellar title! I really enjoyed playing this and it was well worth
buying. There is definitely things to improve upon, but I really think with time and love this game will be something great!
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